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ABSTRACT 
 
Cloud computing has various benefits in terms of cost saving, flexibility, efficiency etc. but it is not much efficient to perform real time 

computing in cloud infrastructure. The real time system acquires benefits of scalable virtualized environment and intensive cloud computing 

capabilities for executing real time tasks.  Most of the real time applications undergo its processing on remote cloud computing nodes and 

chances of error occurrence is also high due to undecided latency. And it is essential that the safety critical applications should have higher 

reliability. To determine whether the fault tolerance mechanism is having the higher reliability and availability or not, an efficient adaptive 

fault tolerance mechanism has been proposed through reliability assessment architecture to enhance the reliability of the system. Also fine 

grained check point algorithm is used to minimize the latency. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
  
Now a days Cloud technologies have become a vital development in the era of information technology. 
Like every technology, cloud computing undergoes from some severe issues like fault tolerance of real 

time systems [1]. Virtualization and Internet-based Cloud computing leads to different kinds of failures to 
arise and hence, leads to the requirement for reliability and availability has turn out to be an essential 

issue. To ensure reliability and availability of cloud technologies, a scheme for fault tolerance need to be 
developed and applied. Majority of the early schemes for fault tolerance were paying attention on only one 

way to tolerate faults. Now cloud computing has changed the trend that how computing will perform, But 
the users are still adamant to work for real time applications. But many researchers are now working on 

real time applications. Real time systems are scrutinized on the basis of timeliness and fault tolerance 
factors[2]. Timeliness is the capability of a real time system to complete the proposed assignment within a 

specific time and fault tolerance is the ability of the system to work elegantly in the occurrence of fault. 
Now a days as the requirement of cloud computing is growing day by day, real time systems can be carried 

out on cloud environment. In most of the real time cloud applications, execution is done on remote cloud 
computing nodes. So the probability of errors become high because of undecided latency of computing 

node but on the contrary most of real time systems are safe and extremely reliable and to conquer the 
reliability of real time systems in cloud computing, there is huge demand of fault tolerance amongst users. 

[3] Cloud infrastructure has established many issues related to real time computing. In cloud computing, 
the latency of virtual nodes is not known. Even if one resolves the latency, but it amends after some period 

of time. In this research paper, this constraint has been overcome by proposing a framework based on 
adaptive reliability assessment and fault tolerance of VMs in real time applications.  

 
To attain reliability the cloud computing, vendors implements a variety of fault tolerance methods to run 

the system in case of faulty conditions [2].  

 
 Need of Fault Tolerance Methodology 

 

 Fault tolerance provides the method or module to do the task effortlessly even though in the 

incidence of malfunction.  

 Fault tolerance assures quality of service for users by definite recital. 

 User can rearrange and append software instructions in accordance with their needs. 

 Fault tolerance is a technique or concept to implement a system to perform well in unexpected 

situations, e.g. when a part of cloud is not working up to the level of satisfaction the whole server 
of the cloud will not collapse. 

 

RELATED WORK 
 
Limam and Belalem (2014) [4] proposed an adaptive checkpoint method in which the methodology to 
eliminate preventable checkpoints and adding of additional checkpoints was suggested. This methodology 

works on the current status of various cloud components. This method either enhances or reduces the 
intervals between checkpoints. 

 
Cao et al (2015) [5] have presented a scheme to support energy jobs and jobs with priorities. This method 

is also based on checkpointing. 
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Bobroff et al (2007) [6] have discussed the methods to forecast the workload of VMs and based on this 
workload classification of VMs is done. Authors have proposed a VM management algorithm which 

reduces the total power consumption on run time without compromising the SLA violation rates. 
 

Verrna et al (2008) [7] have proposed a model based on VNs. Their methodology works on the assumption 
that no multiple copies of VM exist. The proposed method is based on a power-aware VM placement 

controller to control the heterogeneous servers and VMs. 
 

Proposed work 
 
In [Fig. 1], the proposed reliability assessment architecture is discussed. The proposed architecture will 

consist of N virtual nodes. Each node will take the input data from the input buffer and then the input will 
be given to the each virtual machine. Every time the input will be taken by the node, it will perform the 

operation and provide the result. The proposed reliability framework will primarily divided into three 
modules, these are: 

 

 Acceptance Computation  

 Reliability Assessment 

 Fine-grained checkpointing 

 Decision Mechanism 

 Replication 
 

Decision Mechanism and Replication will be discussed in next upcoming research papers. 
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 Fig. 1: Reliability assessment architecture.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Acceptance computation (AC): The proposed scheme will utilize n Virtual Machines wherein each 

machine acquires its input from input buffer. All virtual machines concurrently acquires input from it. Every 

single machine takes the input, executes the application and produces result. Then the results are 
directed towards the Acceptance Computation module. If the acquired results are correct, then its 

computational time is compared with threshold time. If the computational time exceeds threshold time, 

the node is considered as a failure node and its reliability is not tested and backward recovery will be 
performed through fine-grained checkpointing, otherwise the results will passed to reliability assessment 

module to measure the reliability of virtual machines. 
 

Reliability assessment (RA): The reliability is a continuous measure and changes its value after every 

computation cycle. By default, initial value of reliability of each virtual node is 100 %. In this module 
reliability assessment algorithm (proposed) will be used to measure the reliability of virtual machines. 

However, if the reliability value of virtual machine will be less than the minimum reliability then the 

backward recovery will be performed by the system through fine- grained check pointing. 
 

The proposed algorithm reliability assessment algorithm will depict the minimum and maximum reliability 
of nodes by identifying and replacing the failure nodes. The node status is checked for reliability analysis 

to fix the specific nodes for execution by eliminating the failure nodes. Step 3 shows node status, if the 
node status is passed it proceeds the process of IR= IR+(IR * RF). 

VM1 VM2 
VM n 

               Acceptance Computation 

Reliability Assessment Algorithm with fine grained Check 
pointing 

Decision Mechanism 

Algorithm 

Replication 

Input Buffer 
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Reliability Assessment Algorithm 

 
Input :Initially reliability  IR=1, n :=1  from configuration RF,  

Step1: MR maxReliability 

Step2: MirminReliability 

Step3: Ns  node status  

Step4: If Ns = pass then  

Step5: IR= IR+(IR * RF) 

Step6: If n > 1 then  

Step7: n=n-1 

Step8: End if 

Step9: Else if Ns = Fail then 

Step10: IR =IR –(IR*RF*n) 

Step11: n=n+1 

Step12: End else if 

Step13: If IR >= MR then  

Step14: IR = MR 

Step15: End if  

Step16: C  count=1; 

Step17: While c<=4 

Step18: C+1 

Step19: If IR < Mir then  

Step20: Ns = dead  

Step 21: call_proc: remove_this_node 

Step 22: call_proc: add_new_node 

End if 

End while 

 
Virtual machine 0 to 9 is given in [Table 1]. The total time and reliability time is checked for each virtual 

machine to identify whether the machine performing its task with expected reliability time. In the table it is 
clearly shown that the 7, 8 and 9 failed to perform the task when its reliability time increases.  

 

Table 1: Reliability time assessment 

 

VMID Total time Reliability Time Result 

0 852 0.99734 Pass 

1 114 1.994 Pass 

2 366 2.992 Pass 

3 954 3.9895 Pass 

4 776 4.9869 Pass 

5 407 5.984 Pass 

6 747 6.981 Pass 

7 562 7.979 Fail 

8 134 8.976 Fail 

9 137 9.9739 Fail 

 

Fine-grained check pointing 
 

The proposed fine grained Check pointing algorithm will work on the assumption that the length of the 
check pointing interval is not fixed and is calculated at the time of present checkpoint. This calculation is 

based on the failure history of VMs. If the failure rate is less, then the interval between checkpoints is 
reduced and if the node is having poor failure history, the interval between checkpoints is increases in the 

opposite scenario.  

 
Fine –grained check point algorithm  

Input: RReliability time 

VM Virtual machine  

T thresholds time 

NC  number of count=4 

N  Number count =1 

 False 

 True 

Step 1: While (!Task execution completed) do 

Step 2: If (R>=T)then 

Step 3: Estimation(); 

Step 4: END IF 

Step 5: if(R <= T) 
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Step 6: R++; 

Step 6: N++; 

Step 7: If(N<=NC) 

Step 8:then   = true 

Step 9: update the VM failure information. 

Step 10: Create New VM  

Step 10: end if  

Step 11: end while 

 
The proposed algorithm is implemented for checking and enhancing the reliability time of VM for 

completing the particular task efficiently. If the execution of the task halts suddenly, the reliability is 
checked by relating it with threshold values. If the reliability is greater than or equal to threshold time then 

the task will be finished within the schedule time without any interruption. If R<= T, the reliability and node 
count 4 is increased. If the N<=NC thus far, then BTF =true.  

 
Then the VM failure information is updated.  

 

Implementation 
 
In the proposed framework Cloudsim is used to generate and evaluate  the results [10]. The classes in the 

cloudsim package permit the development of algorithms based on fault tolerance which in turn can 
supervise virtual nodes towards the identification of failures and then later resolves them. This provision 

can deploy both fine grained check pointing and replication mechanisms. This simulator offers the 
capability to calculate availability, throughput, time overhead and monetary cost overhead.  The timing of 

result produced by each virtual machine will be monitored with Watch Dog Timer Software. The 
performance measure was evaluated to prove the efficiency of proposed adaptive fault tolerance 

mechanism. The performance of the framework was evaluated in terms of execution time. The reliability 

assessment, decision making and the Fine grained check point algorithm proved their efficiency on the 
basis of outcome received. 

 
Implementation of the proposed algorithms are shown as follows:  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2:  input buffer 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
In [Fig. 2] reliability framework input has been taken from input buffer, after that virtual machines will be 

created and input will be given to the virtual machines. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: VM creation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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In [Fig. 3] ten virtual machines are created, after creation of virtual machines results will be checked 
whether it is correct or not. 

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Acceptance computation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

In [Fig. 4], the total time and reliability time is checked for each virtual machine to identify whether the 
machine performing its task with expected reliability time. During the acceptance computation it is 

mentioned that the 7, 8 and 9 failed to perform the task when its reliability time increases. To increase 
their reliability fine-grained check pointing is used. 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Reliability framework using fault tolerance technique 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
In the above framework [Fig. 5], fine-grained check pointing is used to increase the reliability. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
As we know that failures are inevitable in the cloud environment. To solve this problem, in this paper an 
adaptive fault tolerance method is proposed to provide reliability of cloud nodes. To handle the major 

challenge of tolerating fault related complexity, a study was done over cloud computing and introduced 
fault reduction scheme. In pre-emptive cases, the requests from users were influenced by this scheme for 

scheduling VMs. Also increment in using adaptive fault tolerance techniques provides reliability to the 
node outline. The reliability can also be increased by using fine-grained check pointing method which 

lowers node failures. The response time and availability is taken into account for performance 
enhancement. Backward recovery technique is be implemented to make the system fault tolerant. The 

adaptive nature of the proposed method specifies that the cloud’s performance will be appreciably 
enhanced.  The response time and availability is taken into account for performance evaluation. The 

reliability can also be increased by using replication method which can be implemented in upcoming 
research papers. 
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